U.C. Controversy a Complex Legal, Political Problem
EDITORS NOTE: This is du. first of two articles
investigating th legal and political questions surrounding the University of California, Berkeley.
free speech controversy.
By MARILYN BELL
Investigative Writer
Stilitiact the personalities. the rumors
and the claims from both sides, and the
situation at the University of California,
Berkeley, remains complex.
A week before classes began in September at U.C., Dean Catherine Towle announced hy letter to student organizations
that the policies of the Administration concerning use of University facilities would be
"strictly enforced."
Policies which would be strictly enforced, as enumerated in Dean Towle’s letter, were: 1. prohibition against soliciting
party membership or supporting or opposing
particular candidates or propositions in local, state or national elections; raising money to aid various projects, supporting or advocating off-campus political action; and
placing of posters, easels or card tables in
the 26-foot strip of sidewalk at the Bancroft -Telegraph entrance to the University.

According to the Academic Senate’s Ad
Hoc Committee on Student Conduct I also
known as the Heymann Committee I, policy
on supporting or advocating off -campus political action is not stated as such in policy
on the Use of University Facilities Ill, but
apparently is an interpretation of policy on
raising money to aid various projects.
This particular "new" policy was adopted
without conferences with affected student
organization, according to the Ileymann
Committee, probably because it was the
week before classes resumed. Reasons for
the new policy are not clear, although there
are a wealth of rumors and opinions purporting to be the "real" reason why it was
adopted.
Complexities of the Berkeley situation
arise from this policy in particular. It has
political and legal implications that will
affect California immediately, and the
American college and university in time.
LEGAL RIGHT?
Does the University have the legal right
to limit student rights to advocate certain
activity which may or may not lead to

civil disobedience, when students itiav .i(1,,,.
cate such action off the University campus?
California state law, in regard to political activity on state property, is:
A person shall not enter or remain in
any place or send or direct any letter or
other notice thereto for the purpose of
giving notice of, demanding, or collecting
a political assessment, subscription or contribution. A person in such a place shall not
give notice of, demand, collect, or receive,
any such assessment, subscription, or contribution.
STATE LAWN
"Every state officer or employee shall
prohibit the entry into any place under his
control occupied for any purpose of the
Government of the State, of any person
for the purpose of therein making, collecting, receiving, or fixing notice of any political assessment, subscription or contribution."
Edmund G. Brown, when he was attorney general for the state, issued this opinion
on state employee political activity:
"In general, therefore, we conclude that

its. right to (.11g,Ige in politics is a privilege of citizenship which should not be
denied to state employees in the absence of
express or necessary implied statutory, prohibition, or unless the particular activity
Is harmful to the state government. No
political activity should be engaged in
on state time." (Vol. 19, Attorney General’s
Opinions, April 1952, p. 150).
CLASSIFICATIONS
The question is whether or not the
state-supported universities and colleges are
the same kind of state property as the department, for example. Strict classification
of university faculty as state employees is
contrary to the basic idea of a university.
Student classification also is involved in
this opinion, although students technically
are not state employees, either.
At SJS, the administration’s stand on
this question in respect to students, is as
follows:
FREEDOM AT SJS
"Students and student organizations are
free to discuss all questions of interest to
them, and to express opinions publicly or
,

ithout penalty, to promote the
causes they support by distributing literature, circulating petitions, picketing, or taking any peaceful action on or off the campus.
If there is a reasonable and foreseeable possibility that a student activity might result
in a disturbance, the president or other
delegated officer of the students’ group
may wish to contact the campus Security
Office for police protection is solely that
of the organization. Anticipation of disturbances shall not be sufficient cause for cancellation by anyone other than the student
organization of any student activity that
conforms to College policies established for
such activities. This regulation is made to
protect student groups and their advisers
from responsibility for unforeseen events.
It is not to be regarded as a license for
Irresponsible actions or behavior designed
to incite disturbance by any person."
The ultimate decision on this question
definitely will be affected by the settlement of the U.C. controversy. Its political
effects and the quesions raised as a result
of student protest will be considered in
tomorrow’s article.
’ . ,
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Yell Workshop

Today’s Weather
Cloudy skies are predicted for
today with a high temperature
or sa to 63. The illW tonight will
IaTtgC from 42 to 49, ACCOMied by gent le winds. Occa...tonal rain Is forecast through
ond ay, with temperatures near
normal.
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Dean West To Retire Cal Academic Senate Stay of FAB Structure
After Long Career Approves Speech Plan Delays ASB Fund Requests
Joe H. West, SJS’ "clean 01
deans," will retire Feb. 5, 1965,
after more than 35 years of service
on the administrative staff.
For the past 10 years, he has
been serving SJS as the dean of
educational services and summer
sessions. A successor to the post
has not been named.
Dean West, who .joined the administrative staff in 1929, is one
of the few administrators on the
staff today who have served under
three SJS presidents, the late Dr.
Thomas MacQuarrie, Dr. John T.
Wahlquist and Dr. Robert D.
Clark.
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BORN IN TEXAS
He was born in Canyon, Texas,
in 1902. He attended the University
of Texas from 1920 to 1921, earned
, his A.B. degree from New Mexico
State Teachers College in 1925
and his M.A. degree from Stanford
University in 1927.
r. He was acting dean and registrar of New Mexico State Teachers
College before coining to SJS in
1929. He joined the SJS staff as
assistant registrar and hir rise in
the administrative ranks since then
been unparalleled. He was acting registrar from 1930 to 1932,
Ihas
registrar from 1932 to 1948, a post
he held for 16 years. dean of students from 1948 to 1954 and dean
of educational services and summer sessions for the past ten years.
4 He also was acting dean of the college for one semester in 1959, when
that post was first created.

DEAN WEST
. . . 35 years at SJS

Important committees at SJS. He
currently is Founders’ Day chairman, a post he has held since
1957. and is chairman of the committee planning the inauguration
of Pres. Clark in May.
Dean West and his wife, the
former Dorothy Brooks, have one
son, James Norman West of Los
Angeles. The Wests live at 1168
Britton Ave , San Jose.

The University of California
Academic Senate at Berkeley, an
organization of full-time faculty
members, vot ed overwhelmingly
Tuesday 824-115 to give students
unrestricted political freedom.
The resolution gave new hope to
the divided factions of the camptis
that a total peace could be reached.
Although President Clark Kerr
declined immediate approval or
disapproval of the faculty’s action
it was widely felt that it would be
disastrous if Pres. Kerr or the
Board of Regents ignored the action of the faculty group.
Mario Sevin, leader of the Free
Speech Movement, termed the
Senate’s resolution a victory.
"It’s just magnificent," Savio
said.
Pres. Kerr said he coud not comment until the regents act on the
new proposals at their next meeting, scheduled for Dec. 18 in Los
Angeles.
"The action of the Academic
Senate at. Berkeley involves such
basic changes in the policies affecting all campuses of the university,
including changes in the Standing
Orders of the Regents, that no
comment will be possible until the

regents have next met," Pres.
Kerr said.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown said
yesterday that he would not consider amnesty for arrested students but promised "careful attention" to the faculty recommendations.
"The Academic Senate proposes
fundamental changes in the policies now in effect at Berkeley and
the other eight campuses of the
University of California," Brown
said in a statement.
"These proposals deserve, and
will get, my careful attention. But
I do not intend to make a judgment on them until the Board of
Regents meets in Los Angeles next
week."

The ASB’s budget deliberations
have come to a screeching halt
until a confusing situation over
the structure of Financial Advisory Board (FAB) can be resolved.
This is the report Jack Perkins,
ASH treasurer, presented to Student Council yesterday afternoon.
He said that FAB will not meet
this week to receive Council’s
budget allocations.
FAB is an advisory group to
Council made up of students, faculty, and administration representatives.
Approval by FAB of all Council budgetary matters is legally
required. A two-thirds Council
Seniors and Greeks who have vote, however, can override any
not yet had photos made for La FAB veto.
Torre, the college yearbook, may
CURRENT STRUCTURE
call 294-6414, Ext. 2774, and make
appointments for today, tomorrow
Academic Council, said Perkins,
or Monday, according to Joe Swan, appoints FAB’s faculty repreLa Torre adviser.
sentatives. The current structure
Monday will be the final day of of this faculty membership has
shooting of yearbook portraits for not finally been determined.
the Greek and Senior sections.
Until that determination can

La Torre Photos

Fraternities Adopt
New Rush Program

A new fraternity rush pi ogram
FOUNDERS’ CHAIRMAN
was
adopted last night by the
In addition to these official
Council flF(’)
posts. Dean West has headed many Inter-Fraternity
- -- after three hours of discussion.
The new program, submitted by
an eight man Rush Revision Committer, was the result of an extensive poll taken among fraternity actives and pledges.
The most significant changes
Three aspects of "Science: The front last semester’s program were
Glorious Entertainment," written in the length of rush and in the
by .1/41,ques Flarzun, were discussed participation of women during
by Dr. Harold J. DeBey, associate rush.
professor of chemistry, at yesterLast semester, the rush period
day’s INN IK talk.
ran from 2 cm. on Saturday to 2
Barna’ proposed many defini- HMI on the following Friday. The
tions of science which Dr. DeBey new program calls for rush to
disagreed with because lie felt start at 2 a.m, on the Saturday
preceding the first week of school
they were "not valid."
In the second aspect concerning and to continue until 2 a.m. Sunthe teaching of science. Barzun day, eight days later.
Women will now be permitted
wrote, in essence, that "science is
wasted as it is now taught." Dr. to participate in formal rush after
DeBey feels that this is a valid ob- 2 a.m. on the Friday during rush.
The previous rush program proservation.
"Research is the thing to do to- hibited women from partipating in
day, Barzun writes," Dr. DeBey rush at all.
The only part of the program
related. "People are doing it for
prestige and power- rather than that was not approved Was a propa true interest in research." Dr. osition that each house should deDelley doesn’t feel this Is a valid termine its own rush budget. A
observation because, in reality, new budget plan will he submitted
"less than one-half of the people next Wednesda y night for approval.
do it for those reasons."

DeBey Challenges
Barzun’s Views

a,
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The third workshop for male
at
interested in a yell
leader position, will be held tonight at 7 in W0154, Four men
and two alternates will be
chosen. No experience is necessary and all men Interested In
the post are urged to attend, according to Mike Cook, head yell
leader.

by Stove Starr

QUEEN FINALISTSOne of these SJS coeds
will be crowned new Pershing Rifles Queen Saturday night at the third annual Pershing Rifles
Christmas Ball. The five finalists are, from loft,
Jan Stubbs, Nancy Schumann, Jeanne Halvosa,
Andrea Vargo and Dorian Dodge. The Christmas Ball will be held at the Ste. Claire Hotel

in the Empire Room from 7 p.m. to I a.m. Honored guests of the Pershing Rifles at the Ball
will be Dr. William Dusel, SJS vice president;
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive dean; and Dr.
Paul W. Davee, faculty adviser of the Pershing
Rifles.

be resolved, there will be no FAB
meeting, he explained.
Faculty representation on FAB
is now being considered by Academic Council, according to Dr.
Stanley C. Benz, dean of students
and an FAB member.
FAB will not meet, he said, until after Academic Council has
considered the matter of faculty
rep: e.:eti.ation at its meeting next
Monday.
The Council has to decide, he
said, cn how many FAB faculty

’Earthquake
Inevitable’

representatives there are to be
and who they should be.
Next week Student Council can
consider four new budget requests
announced by Perkins today if the
FAB "structure" is decided upon
and it is able to meet next week.
FUND REQUESTS
The fund requests are from
ASGA (Associated Student Governments of America), Chess Club,
and Sangha Club, a group interested in oriental philosophy .
The ASB is asking $325 to fly
Bill Clark, sophomore representative, to Kentucky for ASGA’s
Executive Council meeting Dec.
27-29.
Chess Club is requesting $90 for
new equipment and Sangha Club
is asking the ASB to underwrite
a proposed philosophy symposium.
In other action yesterday, Student Council directed Frank
Bardsley, ASB executive secretary, to investigate through the
Parking Committee, the possibility
of opening faculty parking lots to
students after 6 p.m weeknights

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)More
than 200 scientists and engineers
have agreed that the Bay Area
will undergo another devastating
earthquake. But none would venture a guess when it might occur.
The experts reached their conclusion at the closing session of a
two-day conference on earthquakes
and geologic hazards Tuesday. The
conference was sponsored by the
California Resources Agency.
They agreed that a quake at
least as powerful as the one that
left San Francisco in ruins in
"How can we resolve the para1906 would inevitably come, but
dox of poverty in a land of
said it could be tomorrow or not
plenty?"
for years.
In answer to his question, Jack
NOT ENOUGH PREPARATION Pierce,
assistant professor of sociThe experts also agreed that not ology,
proposed an alternative to a
enough was being done to prepare
for the great temblor. They said Concert Hall audience yesterday
there had not been enough re- that we "make a deliberate atscare hin building standards, haz- tempt to stop the spread of autoards prevention or establishment mation."
He termed it a "salient" fact
of monitoring systems.
Dr. Frank Press, a professor of that automation has not produced
geophysics at Cal Tech, said the necessary new jobs in the past
state should conduct its research and will not do so in the future.
Pierce stated we are now at the
by means of a state geological survey and should help finance re- stage where we must decide
search at universities. He said whether to "release the creative
earthquake research should not be minority" mentioned in Arnold
spread among "half a dozen sep- Toynbee’s writings of civilization or
arate agencies, all competing for to continue attempts to provide
adequate purchasing power through
funds."
investment, which leads to "fewer
STATE EFFORT
and fewer jobs" and, if Marston
"The certainty of a major earth- theory is correct, the inevitable
quake, if nothing else, should drive collapse of capitalism in "bloody"
the state to support a full scale revolution.
effort to minimize hazards," he
Pierce expressed his belief that
said.
"work would get done without ecoJohn A. Blume, a San Francisco nomic reward held out like a carearthquake engineer, said far too rot," but cautioned a society that
much construction in California is entitled men to a minimal standbeing undertaken without proper ard of living for just "being"
engineering studies of foundation could lead to an ever growing number being supported and living in
soils.
lie said buildings constructed on abject misery.
poor foundation soils are much I "We do not have the luxury of
more susceptible to damage from I remaining as we are. We must
I change!"
earthquakes.

Pierce Proposes
To Halt Automation
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By JOHN SOURIALL

Viet Nam
That we may be forced out of Viet Nam by New Year’s Day is
the prediction. Although the prophecy appears boldly put, there is
good excuse for such a report.
Any myth of political stability in Viet Nam was swept away
24 hours after Tran Van Huong’s new civil government was formed.
Tran was attacked by every newspaper and religious-political group
in Saigon, and when one considers Viet Nam has more than 60 political parties (none having more than 12 members) the depth of
political instability becomes clear. The U.S. is all that holds Viet
Nam together at this moment.
From the beginning we entered the conflict in an "Advise and
Assist" capacity, which subsequently proved so much soft-soap to
American combatants. Even so, the soft-soap proved solid at highcommand levels. The Arvin (Army of Viet Nam) Generals tell
U.S, forces when and where to strike. The result is the American
high -command is not fully cognizant of what American men and
equipment are doing in the field.
Reporter Richard Tregaskis, who was in Viet Nam in late 1963.
said that a U. S. General who was observing an air strike yelled
at one point in the operation: "Who ordered napalm used on that
village!" If the General didn’t know, the odds are good the Communist Viet Cong did.
A recent report indicates that unless an Arvin operation can
set troops in the field in less than eight hours after the raid was
conceived, the Viet Cong will know the raid is coming. The small
strikes catch more Viet Cong than the big ones because they go
quickly and the Viet Cong are not warned in time.
It is anti -climatic at this point to say we should have gone all
the way in or pulled completely out of Viet Nam in the first place.
Because of our servitude position, the non-combatant Vietnamese
ciilian (whom the Arvin Generals hold in blatant disregard) began getting hurt by American fighter aircraft and assault helicopters right from the start. The non-combatant civilians then
became unhappy with the Americans and consequently with the
Saigon government. The Viet Cong were happy to step in and take
full advantage of the situation.
The results produced the elements needed for an American
disaster in Viet Nam, considering that our military operations
can’t seem to cope with an enemy that is civilian one moment and
Viet Cong the next. Another reason for speculation is that a big
supply push from North Viet Nam to the Viet Cong is expected
in the next three weeks. Any American helicopter pilot will admit
that if a fair quantity of .50 cal. machine-guns are delivered to the
Viet Cong, our helicopter losses (not to mention casualties) will
quadruple overnight.
These reasons suggest that we may be forced out of Viet Nam
soon. In short, it is a case of too many negative factors piling up
in the same place at the same
time. But those who prophesied
doom are ignoring President
Moyer Bros. Musu
Johnson’s repeated warnings
that we will stand by our obligations in Viet Nam. Therefore,
Guitar Lessons
it is reasonable to suspect that
Folk Musk
the conflict soon will increase in
intensity, and may even result
rge a a selection or
in hostile moves by the Arvin
guitans in town
towards the North. The first of
0 E. San Fernand,
these moves probably would be
the bombing of Viet Cong supply
298-5404
lines which run through North
Viet Nam.

Do von think actions similar to t boss, surrounding
at I t.
the Free Speech Moreno-1st of
spread to NJS?
Jim Bradley, junior, marketing:
The problem could arise here only if certain
individuals try to seek recognition for themselves. It could never reach the proportion of
the situation at California because there are
not enough people interested in this type of
"protest." SJS students as a whole will not
lend their support to this type of "student," nor
will they protest the right of the administration
to regulate political groups on campus.
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Dennis Bayard, sophomore, political stirrup:
Definitely not. The students at SJS are far
too apathetic to take action of that nature. The
biggest thing an SJS student can be expected to
do is listen to a speech---and there are only a
few hundred who would do that.

H. E. Taylor, senior, electrical engineering:
I think the student protests conceivably
could move to SJS. However, I believe the
students here are not so politically minded as
the UC students. Therefore, any student movement would be more or less resulting from
gripes ut UC and not from original complaints.

Susan Crawshaw, junior, journalism:
I don’t think actions such as FSM actions
at UC could occur at SJS. Our administration
has not enforced the restrictions that the Cal
administration has, and I doubt that they will.
Furthermore, I don’t think a large enough
proportion of the student body would support
the type of direct action that occurred at Cal.
Thomas M. Thomas, graduate, psychology:
There is an activist element at SJS which
could very well use the FSM criticism at Cal
to conduct a farcical form of protest here. I
say farcical because, according to administrative policy, as read by Dr. Dwight Bentel (at
the rally on Tuesday) there are no plausbile
reasons for such a demonstration at this institution, since the students are not restricted in
any manner. Under these circumstances, outlined by Dr. Bentel, any such protest at SJS
would be like little children following the PiedPiper of Berkeley.

g.

Steve Lambrocht, senior, philosophy:
Yes, they could spread here. I feel that we
should support the UC students because the
type of action taken by the administrators
there could spread here as well as to other
institutions. We as students are responsible
and we should take action to prevent the possibility of something similar happening here and
alleviate the situation if possible.

T H E

SPARTAN HUB
WALKING DISTANCE FROM THE COLLEGE
HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4 P.M. TO 7 P.M.
BEER 20c A MUG $1 A
PITCHER
FULL LINE OF SANDWICHES
STILL 20, OFF TO S.J.S. STUDENTS
ON ALL FOOD
COMPLETE ITALIAN DINNERS
PHONE 294-1454
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Letter to the Editor. placed as paid adiertisement in SPARTAN
DAIL), December 7, 1964.
Editor:
Why has San Jose State avoided the kind of uproar occurring at
Berkeley? Ignorance and apathy among our students? No, SJS has good
and accve student groups. Terror on the part of our students? No, they
are afraid of neither faculty nor administration here.
The reason for s vigorous and orderly political process on this campus
is ;imply that San Jose State has political freedom for students in a measure
unheard of at Berkeley. College policy for SJS, recommended by the
Acaremic Council on October 26, 1964, approved by the President of San
Jose S-ve on November 4, reads:
"Students and student n,ganiaztions are free to discuss all
questions of interest to them and to express opinions publicly Or
privately without penalty, to promote the causes they support by
distributing literature, circulating petitions, picketing, or taking
any peaceful octoon on or off the campus."
There is the evidence that prLdent administration at SJS has evolved
several milennia beyond Berkeley. We really should offer the UC power
structure extens:on courses here, to learn how we did what they seem unable
to lea,- how to do without a fracas. Like lifelong learning, you know?
And how did we achieve that statement of College policy which appaan
above? Over the past few years, the students educated some of the faculty,
including me in the principles of free speech for minorities, They showed
us what test cases could do as a means of changing College policy. Some
of the faculty, in turn, educated the Administration, which was generally
willirg to learn. And the policy was changed, neatly, thoroughly, quietly
and clearly.
Of course there W56 that peculiar business between the Vice President
and me, with the Academic Freedom Committe. But the word I had last
Friday was that it was ell over, the charges against are apparently withdrawn by the Vice President. If that is as close as I am to’ come to an
apology from him, it may suffice. I won.
And the student; wnn. Wr have much to tennIs Berkley.
CHARLES E. SMITH, Associate Professor Still

Mesa Sides, sophomore, business:
I don’t think it’s likely to happen at State
because of the apathetic outlook of the majority
of the students here. San Jose dues have a number of pseudo-intellects who create and keep
a movement of this type going, but the typical
SJS student doesn’t seem to be interested in
the extreme ideas and actions which created
the Cal situation.

Beverly Bernardo, sophomore, social science:
No. I don’t think the students at SJS are
concerned about free speech. They seem to
be apathetic or even hostile to contemporary
social issues which cause controversy and unrest.

HAVE YOU HEARD ? ? ?
DANCING
LIVE MUSIC
THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY ! ! !

417
SO. FIRST STREET

It Happen Here?

.:1

TDhariluy’sst and Parry

\\am,

Purpose
Reflect All Beliefs’

ttosicalwith
Oday
AORDS

In relusing to allow the atheistic advertisement, we feel that
the Spartan Daily is not serving
its purpose as a college publication. As such a publication (not
privately owned, supported by
student funds) it should reflect
the ()pinions and beliefs of all
students or student groups who
wish their ideas expressed. We
do not find the explanation that
such an ad would be "libelous"
as blasphemy satisfactory. The
only injured party, by law, is
God and it seems highly unlikely
that this Party would take any
legal action.
In addition, the function of a
college newspaper should be
more than merely an extended
bulletin board, on which are
posted want ads and campus
"news." It should further the
educational processes by allowing students to express and to
view dissenting opinions. An attempt at this is viewed in Thrust
and Parry but is negated by policies of blatant censorship (i.e.,
deletion of the ad from student
protest letter appearing on Dec.
7). Is this freedom of expression? Is this a college newspaper? SHAME on the Spartan
Daily!
Judy GM
A14828
Jean Avein
A MGR
EDITOR1 NOTEWe agree. Spartan Daily should reflect the opinions
and beliefs of all students. Spartan
Daily should not and would not refuse
an ad merely because its content is
atheistic.

Story on Readings
Newsworthy?
Editor:
1 I lia(1, a ienue,t and was denied permission by the editor of
this paper to have a brief story
published in this Thursday or
Friday’s Daily. The story pertains to some readings I would
like to share at this Friday’s
Seventh Street Forum at 1:30
p.m. of two poems I have written: one entitled "The Tree Embracer," which touches on man’ loneliness in society and his relation to nature; the other poet;
entitled "A Seventh Street Mall."
being about a vision I"hfrve of
Seventh Street and how pleasant
a place it could be for students,
faculty members, administrators
and other employees of the college to relax, participate in an
enjoy creative expression an .I
communicate ideas. I also wished
to read a chapter entitled "The
Function of Education" from a
book, "Think on These Things"
by J. Krishnamurti. The Daily
has refused to print my story on
the grounds that, according to
Editor William Watson, "stories
that are not newsworthy cannot
be published." I invite you to decide this for yourselves this Friday afternoon.
Carlos Rairrirez
At 7193

Select from:
Chad Mitchell Trio
Roger AilIiust
Jack Jon.
and odic:,

$12.98

COM/2i litil4iC et%

60 So. 1st St.

36 Valley Fair

CIVIL ENGINEERINC;
CITY PLANNING
SANITATION
If you majored in one of these areas, we’d like to t.dk
to YOU about opportunities with the City of San Jose.
Our representative will be on campus WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 16, 1964. For appointolent, contact your
Placement Officc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

9(1(448/100 814T1"
EL RANCHO

294 2041
Alma and Almoden
"FAIL SAFE"
"BRIDGE ON THE
RIVER KWAI"

ROPICAIR
1968 Alum Rock Ave.

North Screen
"2,000 MANIACS"
"INCREDIBLE STRANGE
CREATURES"
"CORRIDORS OF BLOOD"
292-6778
396 South First
South Screen
"JOY HOUSE"
"STATION 6 SAHARA"
"HONEYMOON HOTEL"BLOOD ON THE ARROW"
- STUDENT RATE

STUDIO

Exciting! New! Deluxe!

Kennedy Hall
Women’s Approved Apartments
4

555 S. 10th St.

Girl Units 2 Bedrooms 2 Baths
Pool Sundeck Lobby Elevator
Large Social Room
Available Spring Semester

PHONE 297-8877

SPARTAN
IRE NITA L_
SERVICE
414 E. WILLIAM AT 9th, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
297-8877
See our classified ad this issue for other available units

Come

ti1

3 LP’s of one artist
in a handsome gift box

Kali’

Or .... S7um’

Spattanaily
Second class postage paid at Oar, Jose, California. Member California
Newspapers Publishers Association and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Published
daily by Associated Students of San Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year. Subscription accepted only on a remainder-ofsemester basis. Full academic year, $9; each semester, $4.50. Off-campus price
per copy, 10 cents. CT 4.6414 Editoria1 Era. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advil,
tiling Ed. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084. Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours
.45-4:20 p.m. Monday through Friday
Editor
WILLIAM WATSON
Fine Arts
ADRIENNE KENNEDY
*di. Menage
JANET BRAUN
Society Editor
JANE HOYT
Day Editor
KIM ALLENDER
Sports Editor
. DAVE PAYNE
News Editor
RICHARD DOT*
investigative Writers .. MARILYN BELL
Coos Editor
BILL LEONARD
CHERI WALKER
DIANA IC.) JOw
Wire Editor
Feature Editor
TOM POWELL

Collage

aivali

for
City Slickers for mistymoist -miserable weather.
Sizes S -M -L. Colors red
and yellow, $5.

Taking another
ho -hum vacation
because you think
traveling is expensive?

TRISSI presents
Helenca stretch tops ’n
bottoms, All stretch
pants, sizes 8 to 16,
$10.98. Stripe V-neck
top; sizes S -M -L; colors
black/white, blue/white;
$6.98.

Cut it out.
r COLLEGE RELATIONS DIRECTOR
Sheraton -Park Hotel
Washington, D.C. 20008
Dear Sheraton: Please rush me an application for a
free Sheraton Student ID Card. I understand it will get
me discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels &
Motor Inns. Good Deall

(,,/,
(1,/,;,,/.
tOTTAGE tASUALS

Name
Address

7tyiq

L95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns

s.

n,

438 E. William
297-6725

NS’

Q1’

Thursday, Dee. 10, 19114

YOU WILL ALWAYS LOOK
STRIKING IN NEW TINTED
CONTACT LENSES.
ian,1 II/

THE CONTACT
LENS CENTER
123 South 3rd St.

Pt

CY 7-6174

A POO

Phr,to by J’.1, I

FEATURED IN ’THE MESSIAH’will be soloists and the conductor, (I. to r.) tenor Frederick
Loadwick, associate professor; soprano Sharon
Gilbert, senior music major; contralto Jennifer

Exciting
New
Designs

Today’s Studio Hour will feature an all -student production of
Edward Albee*s play, "The Zoo
Story," at 2:30 in the Studio
Theater, SD103. The play is free
to the public.
Directing the production will
be Lynn Brunst, drama major.
Christopher Curtis and Eddy
EmanuEl will be featured as the
play’s only two characters, Jerry
and Peter. Robert Ryan will be
in charge of the lighting.
In Jerry’s words, the play
demonstrates "how it Is necessary to go out of your way a
long distance in order to come
back a short distance correctly."
A park bench is the setting
for the play’ which pits its two
characters, total strangers, in
conflict. The conflict results in
reducing Peter to the lowest
level of human violence and his
killing Jerry.
On Broadway George Maharis
took the role of Jerry with William Daniels as Peter.
Curtis and E ni anuFl are
known to campus theater goers
for their roles most recently in
the October product ion of
"Death of A Salesman." EmanuEl was featured as Captain
Vere in last month’s staged telling of "Billy Budd."

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake jeweler’s store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detaiheTrade_
mark registered.

and Varied," a program of read-

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

ings, will be given by Noreen

Please send new 20-poge booklet, "How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12 -page
full color folder, both for only 25e. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 94 -page Brides Book.

L

Name
Address--

c.ty

5505
C.
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13202 j

NEED A RIDE HOME
BEFORE
CHRISTMAS?
Try the Spartan Daily
J206 Classified Ext. 2465

rNir.Tlionison....p/ease!"

1

Please tell site how you manage
to make me look so great on campus.
The only thing I can’t pass now
is a crowd of boys. Those vertical
stretch pants follow the
sleek line of most resistance.
And guarantee the least resistance
on campus. Then, total recovery
(only the pants, Mr. Thomson, not the boys).
The reflex actiou of your
proportioned stietch pants
is second only to the relies action
of that Psych major I’ve had my eye on.
And the lit! Mr. Thomson, please,
how did you get them to fit so well?
adore you, Mr. Thomson!

Macy’s and Branches
San Francisco
51151+1 OF
PI I 5SF SEND NtE
Sill 111051505 P %NTS. 1111 I
IN:
S1101111 NYLON, 45q, YIRC1N 550411
0 PURPLE
0 KUHN I
01
REEN
0 REALLY RED
0 WINTER EMERALD
o IIKt
Li Lill
ci BRICI IT HI.C5.
H lit KNISIIED COLD
Li HI K
PROPOK 11055.0 SIZES:
sn1:11 S/M (Si" AND UND1 It 1 5 lit 14
at/ I

51" AND Os tin 5

ICI 20

NAME.
ADDRESS

crrr
STATE
ZIP CODE
0 C.O.D. 0 CHECK ENCLOSED AMT.
I,, thaw Mei, where city Of UAW 1/5e5late Applicable,
add amount of tax to pc ice
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’THE ZOO STORY’
. . . stars Curtis, EmanuEl

’Moods of Christmas,’
Reading Program Slated
"Moods of Christmas Many

I

Chase, graduate student; baritone Dr. Edwin
Dunning, associate professor, and William Erlendson, professor, who will conduct the vocal
and instrumental ensembel.

fill with the music of liandeEs
"Messiah" Monday night at H
when the Music Department assmithies the (adlege Symphony
Orchestra, A Cappella Choir,
Glee Clubs and General Chorus
for its traditional Yuletide perromance.
Tickets are available at the
College Music Box Office in the
lobby of the Music Building.
Admission is $1 for students,
faculty and the general public.
Children’s tickets are 50 cents
each,
Prriceeds of the event are put
into the Music Department
scholarship fund to benefit students with financial need., v.ho

,ionstrate music ability.
Conducting the ensemble will
be William J. Erlendson, prolessor of music. Erieralson is dirertor of the A Cappella Choir.
Tenor soloist Frederick Load wick, associate professor of
music’, is a graduate of Syracuse
University and Juilliard Graduate School. Dr. Edwin Dunning,
associate professor and baritone
soloist, brought his intensive
opera background to SJS when
he joined the faculty in 1958.
Soprano soloist Sharon Gil bert, senior music major, is a
student of Loadwick. Contralto
Jennifer Chase is a graduate
student of Maurine Thompson,
professor of niusie.

Art Auction, Sale
Drama Students Stage
Held To Benefit
Albee’s ’Zoo Slory’ Today Scholarship
Fund

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond en.
gagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond...a perfect gem of flaw.
less clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

4000
Good Housekeeping

I’

Music Department Presents Handel’s ’Messiah’ri, Monday

STRIKING!
(,11

sN

Alirt illn and
A -Christ 171:15
Sale" is in progress currently’
through Dee. 18 in the Art Gallery daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and from 1:15 to 5 p.m. on Sundays.
Sponsored by the Art Department, the auction and sale will
benefit the department’s scholarship fund. The sale began Monday. The auction will be held tomorrow a ntl Sattmlay nights
from 7 to 10 p.m.
This year two evenings will be
devoted to the auction instead
of a single auction period as in
past events.
Hundreds of works for sale
and auction include ceramics,
jewelry, watercolor and oil
pointings, graphics, weaving,
drawing and sculptures, by SJS
students and faculty.
Last year’s Christmas Art
Auction netted more than $2,400.
trail of the proceeds will be used
for departmental scholarships
and the gallery’s operating fund
while the remaining 50 per cent
goes to contributing artists.
Items for the Christmas Art
Auction were jUliell by the Art
Department’s exhibition committee prior to selection for the
event.

STEWARDESS INTERVIEW
Jet age stewardesses have an opportunity to travel, visit
fascinating cities, and meet interesting people. Salary
from $325 to $415 for hours flown between 70 and 85
hours per month. Excellent fringe benefits, adventure, and
excitement can be yours if you are from 20 to 26 years
old, personable, single, 5’ 2" to 5’ 9" with proportionate
weight. Train at our expense at our Chicago training
center. Positions now available for our 1965 classes.

On Campus Interviews: Tuesday, December 15
For appointment contact the Student
Placement Office
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

UNITE
AIR LINES

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS ... DIAL 294-4200
ACRES OF CONVENIENT FREE CUSTOMER PARKING!

La Barge Mitchell, associate
professor of drama, and Russell
Holcomb, drama graduate student, at Villa Montalvo cultural
center in Saratoga.
The reading, free to the public, will be presented in the Carriage House Theater Sunday
al termon at 3.
The program will present a
kaleidoscopic view of Christmas.
There will be short stories and
poetry with a musical background. Mrs. Mitchell and Holcomb will convey the many and
varied reactions to and thoughts
of Christmas.
They will emphasize the lightness and gaiety of Christmas as
well as its "powerful magic," according to Mrs. Mitchell.
Among the many sketches will
be Shakespeare’s sonnet on the
Nativity.
The program will end with a
contrapuntal presentation of W.
II. Altlen’s "Christmas Oratorio"
with readings from the King
James version of the Bible.
Mrs. Mitchell teaches oral interpretation and story telling.
She has directed and adapted
various works for Readers
Theater.
Holcomb has starred in SJS
productions. He has also starred
in and directed professional product ions.

Agnes Moorehead
To Appear Tonight
A ttles Moorehead will appear
at 8 tonight at San Jose City
College, in the Men’s Gym. The
program is open to the public
Wit hout charge.
Her performance is a part of
the Evening Cultural Series
Sp111154,red by the City College
Assoriated Students,
Miss Moorehead will draw from
her background on the stage,
screen, television and radio for
her program.
Included in the program will
be sketches from several plays
In which she has appeared, readings from the Bible, Thoreau
and from her own stories.

SHE’S ALL FOR SUN, SAND AND SURFING 3.00
She doesn’t need the Big Wave to wear this surfing shirt cunningly designed by Jantzen to keep her in tune with the latest fashion animates!
In colors of red, navy, black, light blue, pink with white, and styled with
a nautical crewneck and sporting short sleeves. She’ll be the belle of the
surfing set in this we predict! S-M -L for only 3.00.

4IIPANTAX DAILY
Thursday, Dec. 10, 1964!

Just Clownin’ Around

"Jungle Paradise" was the theme
of the Homecoming dance in 1960.
The dance was sponsored by Hoover Hall and was held in the women’s gym.

GooD
ADVICE
to Any
MAN

The important different. in
Sit.
diamonds is quality. Keepsalio’s perfect quality means
maximum brilliance. Keepsake
diamonds ore selected by no.
ports for perfect Color, Cut,
and Clarity, and skillfully
mounted in beautiful modern
settings.

THE CLOWNSJan Williams, left, and Karen Bray show how
the versatile Band -Aides operate, both in and out of their dance
production.

United Radio & T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE
ELECTRONIC PARTS

Din RIDUTORS

HI-Fl

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday-Thursday-Friday
Iii 9 P.M.

$450.00

WOODRUFF
Wadding Ring $200.00

1425 W. San Carlos Street
CYpress 8-1212

HYLAND INN IS PROUD
TO PRESENT
In Person

A San Jose First

CHICO HAMILTON
QUINTET

CORSAGE $125.00
Wedding Ring $75.00

AND THEIR FAMOUS

Thu center diamond of every
Keepsake Engagement R,ng
is guaranteed perfect by
Keepsake, Good Housekeeping and this store
Rings enlargoil to .-G.1 I.,:r4’; ’
.." .1
show &tails. Prof,
..,..,...,,,....
tricId c FederalIT

JAZZ REVUE

)

TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY
9 P.M. to 2 A.M.
Popular Prices

A. HIRSH & SON
JEWELERS
19 S. First

No Cover Charge

Future Bookings: Cal Tjader, Eddie Cacao, & The 3 Sounds
Advance Reservations Accepted Now
2720 ALUM ROCK AVE.

294-9343

1

CL 8-8656
SAN JOSE

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
J 206

7IF

"BRING RESULTS"

Ncti

EXT. 2465

PRETTY GIRL, PRETTY LEGBand-Aides strike
a pose in their jazz costume of silver lame tops
and bustles over black leotards. Showing how

Band-Aides Kick Well-Turned Ankle for Games
By JANE HOYT
Little girls are made of sugar
and spice and everything nice.
What are big girls made of?
They’re sugarier, spicier and very
much Meier, especially when the
big girls are Band-Aids.
To make Band-Aids, God assembled the delightful things in
life: twinkling eyes, a merry smile,
happy disposition, silky hair and a
dimpled cheek.
The gals with the "all-American"
look are selected for their slenderness, height 5’4" to 58" and
ability to dance.
The group started three years
ago when bandleader Roger S.
Muzzy, associate professor of
music, wanted to add female
sparkle to the all -male SJS marchri.; hand. Thirteen lucky girls appropriately called themselves the
Lucky 13 and performed at homecoming, 1961 to "No Business Like
Show Business."
The group which started the
i.mporary affair found there really
o is no business like show business
.1(1(1 became a permanent fixture
..,ns name.

flounced .....and now, introducing Burkhart, Jerri Paul, Mary Ann costuming is purchased from the
Bowles, Charlene Hiatt, Mary $450 ASH allotment they get.
the Band-Aides!"
This year the $450 bought a
It was official. They got a name. Blomquist, Jean Fleming, Sandy
Jennings, Betty Lou Mathes and dozen clown costumes, 12 jazz outSTORY
SUCCESS
fits of silver lame tops and bustles,
Lavine Scott.
Today, two years later, the sucLike the dance production itself, and a dozen flapper frocks.
cess story of the attractive Band- the problem of what to wear is
In five years the group which
Aides continues. The three regu- easily solved. Each coed buys her started as "something temporary"
lars and three alternates picked own black leotards, black fish net hopes to have a large wardrobe of
last year from the 40 coeds who tights and sweatshirt. Additional costumes.
tried out are now all full-fledged
Band-Aides. But the ranks will deTRY OUR PIZZA DELIGHT
plete by four members next year
and the present lassies are casting
around for prospectives.
:ar
During the fall semester the
girls meet daily on the military
field at 12:30 p.m. with the band

Lightweight Varsity poplin. Lined.
Machine washable. Clay, mist, sea
mist, 19.95. Ski-look with stripe on
shoulder and down sleeve
Tumble,
spruce, 19.95. Reversiblcs corduroy
to nylon, rock salt/blue, hemp/brown,
27.95.

C))osRerls £d.
\

3rd & San Fernando
-3E ic -it -Ic
Town & Country
Village

4

Tryouts
Try-outs tor next year’s Band
Aide will he held Tuesday in
WG101 from 4 Its 5:30 isms. Interested coeds shOUld wear
shorts.
members. Wearing shorts and
blouses land "Band-Aides" sweatshirts when the weather is cold),
they work hard and work fast.
Often they have only one week to
perfect a routine.
"All the girls have had some
dance training, so we can pick up
the basic steps fast and iron out
the details in a hurry," said Karen
Bray, leader of the group.

NO NAME
The following year the group’s
18 members could no longer call
themselves the Lucky 13.
The nameless crew was kidded
iiy band members about being the
band aides. They laughed. For their
I irst performance in 1962 the coeds
DANCE PRODUCTION
still had no name when they went
To work out a production, the
out onto the football field.
group first picks a theme. Karen
The trumpets blared. The an- dances a step or two and the
nouncer cleared his throat and an - others add ideas. Karen creates the
final product out of the joint efforts of everyone.
Karen has studied ballet, jazz
and Spanish. She has danced with
both the San Diego and San Jose
Light Opera companies.
Other group members include
Maine Forbes, Jan Gilbert, Judy

College Students
Invited to Stomp

The bold look in jackets by Martin of
California for the man on the go.

to do it are, left to right, Mary Blomquist, Jean
Fleming, Maxine Forbes, Betty Lou Mathes, and
Karen Bray, leader.

Stuinp at the
The
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Friday night will feature "The
Olympics," a rock ’n’ roll singing
group.
The stomp will be held from 9-1
p.m., and is open to all college students. Admission is $1.50 at the
door.
A band from Merced, the "Merced Blue Notes," will appear with
"The Olympics."
The pledge class of Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity is sponsoring the
affair.

1.39
251-2313

720
PSA FLIGHTS
OVER XMAS
HOLIDAYS
(How about that?)
Call PSA Super Electra Jet reservations today!

San Francisco -Los Angeles
761-0818
Los Angeles -San Diego
776-0125
San Diego -San Francisco
1/4298-4611

13.60
6.35
1935

OLIVETTI - UNDERWOOD

’Nfit

Senator Bradley
To Speak Sunday
"The Christian’s Role in Politics"
will be the subject of a speech by
State Senator Clark Bradley at a
meeting of the SJS Tri-C Club this
Sunday at 5:45 p.m. in the Tri-C
Building, Third and San Antonio
Streets.
Tri-C Club has announced that
all interested students are invited
to attend the speech which is one
of a series of lectures sponsored
by Tri-C Club on "The Christian
and the Modern World."
"Tri-C Club is an organization
of college age students which is
structured to meet the intellectual,
social and spiritual needs of the
collegian." according to Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor, First Baptist Church of San Jose.

1.39
Shrimp Delight
1614 E. Santa Clara

Chicken Delight
FREE DELIVERY

the QUALITY portable
F,! Fr

bat’

.

COSI

4

LETTERA 32 MODEL ONLY

KEYSET TABULATOR

+

$7450

8’ 2 lbs. LIGHT
All Important Big Machine Features

tax

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
ALL PARTS AND SERVICE
EASY TERMS FREE

PARKING AT OUR STORE

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 S. 4th

CY 4-1215

fi0

SJS Engages Arizona Cagers at Auditorium Saturday
Coach Stu innian’s basketballIt, SI ailing team
ers will have a tough assignment ; returning (thin last year. It finon their hands Saturday night shed with a 15-11 record.
when they meet undefeated UniThe visitors will be led by forversity of Arizona at Cis it’ Audi- !ward Al Johnson, 6-5, a strong
torium.
rebounder and grxxl shooter, and
Game time is S.
it Wtirreri }Instant], 8-2.

Their three WillS have been at
the expense of Seattle, on the
loser’s home court, 75-71; Pepperdine, 78-49; and Texas Tech,
77-75.
Arizona and BYU are considered the teams to beat in this

year’s Westein Athletic Conference.
Inman relates that the Wildcat
quintet will be one of the better
teams to appear in the San Jose
area this season.
"They play a conservative game
and press a lot," stated the 5.15
mentor. "Their personnel isn’t
that much better than Idaho’s,
bit they are a well -coached, wellbalanced team."
Inman said the Spartans will

play the same type ot game as
they did against Stanford and
Idaho. -We’re experimenting more
with players now to find out who
our top nine or 10 players will be
in January %%hen the league be Arizona will be the first competition SJS will face this year
that hasn’t Unveilsl over them.
The Wildcats’ average first team
height is 6-3.

20a

11,

sports
Thursday. Dte. 10, 19(14

Photo by Daryl 7ahner,

’Little 500’ Captured by SAE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON anchorman Kirk Patterson holds the "Little 500" bicycle race trophy
he and his teammates won in last Saturday’s
200-lap race. SAE won by a half lap over Desi-

mono’s Bike Shop for ifs second straight "500"
victory. Others pictured are (I.) Pat Smith and
(r.) Roger Miller and Gene Baldwin.

Varsity Loses
Hoop Star
To Track

Winterland
Ski
Center
4r

COMPLETELY REMODELED
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

SKI EQUIPMENT - RENTALS - REPAIRS
TWX Mar hale with latest Snow
Repci fr, m
i Re-

By JIM MePHERSON
"His chances of becoming world
famous in either sport are great,
but in track his chances are even
greater."
That was SJS track and field
coach Bud Winter’s comment during an interview concerning frosh
basketball and track star, Tommy
Smith.
Smith high scorer on last year’s
frosh basketball team, will not
play this season to concentrate
on track.
He was a high school and first
year college standout in both
sports. But during the transition
from basketball to track last year,
Smith was injured. He then began to think about going all out"
in track.
"In high school," stated Smith,
"I could afford to do boththe
competition wasn’t that tough.
Here, I’ll have to specialize in
track if I want to get anywhere.
"The muscles used in the two
sports are different. By working
the same muscles all the time,
I can avoid injuries like my last
one."
Despite last year’s set -back,
Tommy churned the outstanding
times of 46.5 in an open 440 and
21.0 in a 220 yard dash (his favorite event).

Meeting Mace for Argo Ski Holidays and Dodge Ridge Busarama
Open every night ’til 9 p.m.

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 S. WINCHESTER AVE.
SAN JOSE
ACROSS FROM WINCHESTER MYSTERY HOUSE
PHONE 244-0880

HARTEL MELLER, Manager

Pazaew

Traditional 4 Shops

P.

"WEAR -GUARANTEED"

HARRIS

Watch This
Space

The slack with the slim,

for a

trim effect in "WearDated"

Hair-raising

55% Acrilan acrylic,
45% Rayon, with the look

Announcement

of textured worsteds.
Automatic Wash-and.Wear

10,0010111111141OPIPIPPOOPPOMONS
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Frosh Hoopsters
Play Cabrillo
The freshman
learn,
with one victory anti three defeats,
will travel to Cabrillo College tomorrow, and play host to Menlo
Junior College at 6 p.m. Saturday.
The Spartans 72-59 loss to San
Francisco City College is the only
game thus far that has been decided by more than four points.
The freshmen opened the season
with a 50-46 loss to the Spartan
Junior Varsity. Their following
game against Stanford was a preview of the varsity game which
followed that night.
The Spartababes lost to Stanford 69-68 In the last few minutes

J.C. Transfer Rule
May Be Altered
By WAC Council
TEMPE, Ariz. (UPI)
The
Western Athletic Conference Council has recommended that junior
college transfers be accepted at
the six member universities after
one semester instead of after one
year.
The rule would allow prospective
football players to take part in
spring football practice, but not
make them eligible to compete in
varsity spring sports.
The council, made up of faculty
representatives and athletic directors, made the recommendation
Tuesday. Final approval must come
from the WAC president council.
The member universities are:
Arizona State, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming and Brigham
Young.
In other action Tuesday, the
council recommended that the
WAC grant immediate eligibility
to athletes transfering from Detroit University, provided other requirements are met. Detroit recently announced it was dropping
from football competition.
The ruling would apply to any
university which discontinues football or other varsity sports, and
would be effective in the year following the abandoninent of a
sport.
The council backed a proposal
that radio broadcasts of games be
coordinated through the athletic
directors. The proposal was designed to prevent infringement on
visiting teams’ broadcasting rights
by inter-station hookups.

of play. The varsity suffered the
same fate against the Stanford
varsity in a 61-59 Mts.
The sole win fur the Spartababes
was a 63-62 victory over Cal State
at Hayward.
Outstanding p1 aye r s for the
freshmen in the first four games
were center Keith Erickson from
Livermore High School, forward
Steve Perotti from Bellarmine
High School in San Jose, and Don
McConnel from Napa High School.
Erickson, although held to two
points against San Francisco City
College, scored 16 against Stanford, and 17 against Cal State.
"Our team lacks height," said
Coach Dan Glint’s, "but we will
compensate for it by strong defense. Despite the early season
losses, our team has improved each
game, and I look forward to a successful season."

Footballers Meet
In MG201 Today
The SI/3111111 %111,11
plhoers %sill
she for tht most
improved ploer and the outstanding senior today.
A mandatory meeting for
varsity players is called by
cossets Bah ’Mehemet at 4 p.m.
today in 1147201.
Tram members will also vote
fur the all-opponent team.

rJAJ

full year of normal wear
or your money will be
4

refunded by Chemstrand.

Ben Reichmuth C.L.U. ’57
Manager
Tom Niemann ’63
John Byde ’64

The look of
the master skier
Expert Anorak parka

Wife Stcw
7,IE

TAILOR 51IlL

Dick Heideman ’64

Dick Flanagan ’65
Mike Rogers ’65
Rick Brown ’66

PROVI IENT
MUTUAL

LIFE

This is the all-time classic parka,
the one that says "expert" in
every stitch. Lightweight but
weatherproof nylon, undercoated
waterproof; drawstring hood and
bottom, zip neck, big kangaroo
pouch that holds the whole parka
when rolled up. Attach it to your
belt, and schuss down the hill.
Great choiccof colors. S-A1-L-Xl..
8.00.

FREEMAN’S
SPORTS CENTER
244 S. 2nd

LUCKY PIERRE

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
1
"You,

Ca HI 711.5 RAM. &aril"

Burnished tones. 795

VALLEY FAIR 2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.
SAN JOSE 127 South First Street (Downtown)
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Need More Money for Christmas Presents?
Here is one solution. Look around for some article you have discarded:
check your closet, under your bed and the trunk of your car. A bike,
tennis racket, TV, or dishes are examples of often valuable, discarded
money-makers. When you find yours, put an ad in the SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS. More than 10,000 people pick up the paper daily. Try
"your campus bulletin board." and see how your Christmas gift shopping fund will grow. Work fast ... only 14 shopping days left.
J206

OFFICE HOURS
4.1 -W-F 9:30-11:30 1 12:30-3:30 p.m.
7-111 11:00-3:30 p.m.

Ext. 2465

STORE

It’s this approach that
separates the professional
from the ordinary salesman.
And if you feel you’d be
more satisfied dealing with
a professional, we’re at
your service.

and unconditionally
guaranteed to give you one

BOOK

We get pretty concerned
about the way life insurance
is often sold.
We’re not in favor of a
client just buying a policy
and getting it over with. We
want him to understand
what it’s all about, how his
policy can be made to serve
a variety of future needs,
how it will fit into an overall
financial program tailored
to his own requirements.

Judo Entries Due

UNITAS’ RECORD
BALTIMORE (UPI I Johnny
Unitas of the Baltimore Colts set
the National Football League record of 47 consecutive games in
which he threw at least one touchdown pass between the years 1956
and 1960.

4

professional

Ray Terry ’65
Entries for the intramural judo
tournament are clue in MG121 tomorrow.
The tourney starts Monday. All
men taking judo for physical education, or who have taken it are
urged to participate.

Open Tonite ’Til 9

"Saturday night is the foamiest night of

the week."

And any night is a good night to enjoy
Lucky, the beer beer-drinkers drink!
Gerlo,.1

6

Dee

Thin ,1,1s:

-SI’ %H’I’ %,; ii 511,1,

In
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s Group
Plans Panel

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
"Your Campus Bulletin Board"
Section of Paper - Ext. 2465

J 206 -- See Clc,,ified

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
GRANT HALL CONTRACT. Must sell.
798-1137.
- -d.
MEN S APPEL. apt. contract. $50 dis, ,
14.1, No, 5.
CONTRACT FOR SALE. Discount. Spring
1,h. 286.6143.
APT FOR RENT - 3/5 E. William St.,

ANNOUNCEMENTS (II
WORLD’S WIlDEST L
AUTOMOTIVE 121
*60 CUSHMAN EAG1E

APPROVED
D
’64 VW

I

,

’61 CORVAIR 700 DIX

MON/A SPYDER
EXCH I EN1

BIRI1
59 MGA

FOR SALE IS/
WEDDING INVITATIONS.
I-

1, 519

3

RI )

5 SIR. BANJO.
1159 RECORD
4 ,

1-,
1. $8. 266.

,

BACTERIA MICRO.
69 ’ HEAD SKIS.
CHROME REVERSED RIME,

TWO ;5
WEBSTER

INIE=121111
HASHER

WANTED

SHAREDUPLEX near SJS with teacher.
13,,,,ness or retired lady. $45 per mo.
797- 5067.
IVY HALL CONTRACT for sale. 279 E.
, ;.
dr
293.9814. Wendy Wood.
APTS. .. ire1. Fin, $89. Furn-Unfurn.
. 297-1985 295-8514.
GIRL NEEDED to share unappr. apt. with
298-3179.
’’.
LARGE 4 1,4gn. how" Unfurn. 642 S.
/l. 2 4247 for info.
MARRIED COUPLES-$75. 1 bdrrn. furn.
cm. Pool. Patio, 860. Loundry
to
SL,,rage spore, covered parking
qbg. pd. Modern building. Nicely
rd ,oprd. Most tenants young people -
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To buy, sell, rent, or
anything,
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just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

4 797 7491.
RIPE VA ’La Habra. Will pay
. ’:’/I off. 3.10. Henry.
Pint
’,EATTLE Vicinity for

In: Spartan
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06, San lose State
L11Send
College, San lcgie 14,
Cala
CHECK A
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Minimum
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$1.00

$1.50
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.50
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Add this
amount for
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$2.00
I

3.00
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I
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1.00

Print your ad here:
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Summer Study in Japan
Available for Students
Two SJS students inay lime air years ago, is lo promote mutual
opportunity in the summer of 1965 understanding and friendship between two sister cities, San Jose
to stay in Japan for three months
and Okayama, through exchange
under the program of the Pacific
students from SJS and ths UniNeighbors Cooperation Cultural versity of Okayama.
Exchange.
Students applying for the proApplication forms are now avail- gram, according to Julie flarbor,
able at the Foreign Language De- 1964 exchange stinclent, are not
partment Office, N2A, until Dec. required to inoel language, financial or ricarlemie requirements so
18.
The program, started seven long as I hey are coming back to
the Sall .10S(‘ area and talk about
their experiences in Japan.
Students are given opportunities
to take tile courses they wish at
the University of Okayama and
classes in Japanese culture. They
will also have chances to travel
The SJS Democratic Club will around Japan as guests of the
hold an organizational meeting mayor of Okayama city, said Harbor.
today in cafeteria B at 2:30.
"The program gives a person
Main objective of meeting will an opportunity In broaden his own
be nominations for spring semes- horizon as well as to represent
San Jose," said Harbor. "The exter officers.
Also slated for discussion will perience becomes a personal one,
be the ratification of Dr. Henry whose values can be measured only
Pitchford of. the sociology depart- in terms of subsequent activities
ment and Dr. Richard Staveley as they reflect on the summer."

Job Interviews Democratic Club

DAILY CLASSIFIED
ADS FOR PROFIT
AND CONVENIENCE

of the political science department
as club advisers.
A permanent meeting time for
the organization will also be set
at this meeting.
TODAY:

Spartaguide

PROF IS AUTHOR
Charles B. Paul, associate professor of humanities at SJS, is the
author of a Student Workbook to
accompany "Modern Europe, 16601945" by Roger L. Williams of
Antioch College, a well known historian. Both volumes are published by St. Martin’s Press, New
York,

5.

Paid Religious Advertisement

God’s View of illast
Did you ever step to Think how God view: men? In self-delense we
like to think highly of ourselves and by projection edify our fellow men,
"idolixing" leaders and building up in our minds a false picture of
reality which is men.centered. Although at times it is a bit hard to face
the facts, nevertheless it is very therapeutic to see how God views man,
and then to discover that despite The seriousness of our need, God has
met it fully in sending Jesus Christ, the Author and Finisher of our faith,
to be man’s Savior and Deliverer. We urge you to consider carefully
God’s view of man and to avail yourself of His one answer to every
human need:
"As the Scriptures say, no ono is good-no one in all the world. No
one has ever really known God’s way, or even truly wanted to. Every
one has sinned; all are worthless to God. No one anywhere has kept on
doing what is right; not onel Their talk is foul and filthy like the stench
from an open grave. Their tongues are loaded with lies. Everything they
say has in it the sting and poison of deadly snakes.
"Their mouths are full of cursing and bitterness. They are quick to
kill, hating anyone who disagrees with them. Wherever they go they
leave misery and trouble behind them. And they have never known what
if is to fry to be kind and good. They care nothing about God not
what He thinks of them . . . in fact all the world stands hushed and
guilty before Almighty God. So you can sea that no one can ever find
God’s favor by being good enough. For the more we know of God’s
laws the clearer it becomes that we don’t obey them, for His Laws make
as see that we are sinners.
"But now God has shown us a different way to heaven -not by
being ’good enough’ and trying to keep His laws, but by a new way
(though not new, really, for the Old Testament told about it long ago).
God says He will accept as and make good and bring us to heaven if
we trust Jesus Christ to take away our sins. And we can all be saved in
this way, by coming to Christ, no matter who we are or what we have
been like. Yes, all have sinned; all fall short of God’s glorious ideal, ..
"God sent Christ Jesus to take the punishment for our sins and end
all anger against us. He used Christ’s blood and our faith to satisfy
God’s wrath. In this way He was being entirely fair, even.though He
did not punish those who sinned in olden times. For He was looking
forward to the time when Christ would come and take away those sins.
And now in these days also He can receive sinners in this same way,
because Jesus took away their sins...
"What can we boast about doing to earn our salvation? Nothing
at all. Why? Because our salvation is not based on our good deeds; it
is based on what Christ has done and our faith in Him. So it is that
we are saved by faith in Christ and not by the good things we do .
God treats us all the same; all, whether Jews or Gentiles, are approved
if they have faith." (Romans 3:10.30 LIVING LETTERS.)
If you have not yet acknowledged lases Christ as Lord, do so today.
God’s view of men outside of Christ is grim indeed, but all those "in
Christ" have found an answer which works and a solution which is real.

Address

IStorting Date

Engineers Plan
Christmas Dance
The American Institute of Industrial Engineers, (AIW), will
hold its annual Christmas dinnerdance at Lou’s Village, 1465 W.
San Carlos, tomorrow night at 8.

Dr. Melendy, also a California
Admission to the semi -formal
history scholar, will speak on dance will be $6 per couple for
"The History of Discrimination members, $8 for non-members. No
reservations are necessary.
Against Asiatics in California."
The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, drafted by the UN
Commission on Human Rights 16
years ago, advocates that all persons have the basic rights as stated
in many nations of the world.

RENT

TYPEWRITERS

Electric
Standard Portable
As little as 200 per day

Swimming Resumed
Recreational swim in i n g toe
women only has resumed in the
pool in the Women’s Gym. It is
now opens on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 4:35 to 5:35 p.m., and on
Fridays from 3:30 to 5 p.m.

P111,

11F1.11:10r,

Modern Office
Machine Company
124 F San Fernando
293-5283
(Nest door to Cal Book Store)

Anti

RTISEMEN

IS GOD’S OBITUARY I
PREMATURE?
UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
4.04.161040411...11.4=1..3.Moimm......,ma..mm,450NNIM10.4..MoMINNIIN

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
OFFERS YOU

15% DISCOUNT ON PARTS/LABOR
(With A.S.B. Card)
TRY US SOON FOR:
TUNE UP

BRAKES

WHEEL BALANCE

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
452 E. Santa Clara af

10th

295-9358

NEW \oat] we Stolz_
BY

Ar tcarved*

Baptist Student Union, 7.30 p.m..
Memorial Chapel, book and hymn
reviews.
Denmerntie Club, 230 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria B, nomination of officers and ratification of advisers.
TOMORROW:
Renew Club, 1:30 p.m.. PER152.
Band-Alders, 4 p.m. -5:30 p.m.,
WG102, tryouts.
It Clreolo Italiano, 5:30 p.m., International Student Center, 285 S.
Market St., Christmas dinner, followed by entertainment,
Alpha Eta Sigma, 6:30 p.m., social hour; 7 p.m., dinner; 7:30 p.m.,
election meeting. La Torre pictures
will be taken.
1,064 Institute of Religion, 12:30
p.m. Institute Building, 436 S. San
Fernando St. Glade Burgon, director of the LDS Institute at the
University of California’s Berkeley
campus, will speak on "New Evidence for God."

the diamond that dreams are made on
Pre-Christmas Sale

125 cc WILDCAT
SCRAMBLER

Here’s a brilliant beginning for all your hopes and
joys. Artcarved’s newest engagement ring sparkles
with a million flickering lights. Why not know the
beauty of Nocturne Star forever?
See Nocturne Star and other Style Star rings at
yourArtcarved Jeweler. Priced from $90. Ask about
the Permanent Value Plan. For a free illustrated
folder, write to Artcarved, Dept. C, 216 East 45th
Street New York, N.Y. 10017.

$499

Li Transportation (3)

Run Ad____

Ilillol, 14 p.111.-9:3(3 p.m., WU,
sports
volleyball (prize for
the winner), free refreshments.
WRA Basketball, 7 p.m., PER
101.
American Institute of Industrial
Engineers, 7:3()
International
Reslaurrint, Story and King Roads,
Burt Swanson, SJS industrial engineering graduate, will speak on
"The Industrial Engineer in Graduate School."
Phi Alpha Theta, 7:30 p.m., CH
241), business meeting.
Industrial Technology Society,
p
Food Machinery Corti,,11, II 05 Coleman Ave., tour.
Baha’i Club, 8 p.m., 231 S. San
Fernando St., Apt. 12, open to the

shop will be devoted to demonstration of new concepts and processes
developed by Bay Area instructors.
Also on display will be equipment
and processes by 14 vendors of
I.A. appaeatic. and teaching aids.

Dr. II. Brett Melendy, head of
the SJS History Department, will
he featured as guest speaker’ at
the local observation of Human
Rights Day to be held at 8 tonight, San Jose City Council chambers, N. First and Mission Streets,

To Name Officers

11111

To plane an ad:
Call at Classified Adv.
J206. M-W -F 9:30-11:30 A 12:30-3:38
T-Th 11:00.3:30
Send in handy order Men,:
- Enclosed cash or check
Phone 294-6414, But. 2465

TWO

Rights Observance
Features Speech
On Discrimination

IS

tlf
w7e9s5te4rn10W1 ashington.
I
18
298-7963
17 I DE R’,
Van -coo.,. B.C. Leave Dec
,
I
P,r,1 John, 794 2960,
JOOKING FOR A RIDE HOME
CHRISTMAS? Use a Spertnn Daily Cie;
Cempus Bulletin Board. -

I htl

’,HI

WI()

Do,.

.

"P

Glenn Ford plays the part of a
young Army captain who tries to
rehabilitate Okinawa by introducing American customs. His efforts
are subverted by Sakini, his interpreter (Marlon Brenda), with the
result that the Americans become
"Okinawanized."
Another chapter of "The Mark
of Zorro" and a cartoon also will
be shown.
Admission is 35 cents.

for the California State Department of Education. "A Position
Paper for Industrial Education in
California" is his topic.

Kramer will discuss new concepts in I. A. education by new
Guest speaker at the luncheon federal funds and the modification
’s Ernest G. Kramer, chief of the of high school programs.
Bureau of Indust rial FA ica t ilia
The main portion of the work-

BEFORE PARTAKING of a traditional Japanese meal, Julio
Harbor (I.) and Joan Eybel of SJS decided to wear traditional
Japanese garb. The two girls were exchange students to Okayama last summer.

"Teahouse nil the August Moon,"
Glenn
starring Marlon Brand,
Ford and Eddie Albert, will be
featured at the Flicks tomorrow
night at 7 in TH55.

TRANSPORTATION 191
I FAVING
NI I D

GIIIP A C.

Flicks Features
Marlon Brando
In ’Teahouse’

TOMOltitriW:
Western Electric: B.S. degrees in
electrical, mechanical and industrial engineering and mathematics
for positions in manufacturing, distribution and installation organizations-minimum GPA of 2.42 required; M.S. degrees in business
administration for positions in
communication equipment, distribution and installation organizaLOST AND FOUND DO
tions -minimum GPA of 2.34 in
management or 2.39 in marketing
- -citizenship required and males
only.
PERSONALS 171
American Can Company: meBIG BROTHER
chanical, electrical and industrial
engineering, industrial technology
and business majors with some enSERVICES II)
gineering background and interest
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
in machinery operations for train1.. , 1E0,51136. 449 W San Carlos.
ing program leading to supervisors
TYPING - All kinds, reasonable. Pick. in plant manufacturing operations
deliver. 294-3772, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
--males only and citizenship not
TYPING,
kinds. IBM Electric. Work
required.
ironed. Jo Vine. 378-8577.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis. etc. Pica
741 6313,
EXCELLENT TYPING in my horns. 252
EXCELLENT TYPING-- All errors
,c,’n. 286-5944.
EXPERT TYPING - My home. Repot:,
758-9424.

ANN PARIING APARTMENTS

The Ninth Annual Industrial
Education Workshop of the Cali’ornia Industrial Education Anti.
?nation will begin at 8 a.m. Satin,
lay in the SJS Industrial Arts
1-/epartment.

"Should Physical Education Be
Required?" is the title of a panel
discussion presented by Phi Epsilon Kappa men’s physical education honor fraternity. The discussion will take place tonight at
7 in E100.
Panel members are Dr. Charles
E. Smith, associate professor of
physiology and TASC adviser; Dr.
James S. Bosco, associate professor
of physical education; Dr. Donald W. Head, associate professor
of English; and Dr. Warren P.
Fraleigh, professor of physical
ed neat ion.

I PDRM. APT. Corn. $69. Close to school.
’2 4147 Or info.
SPRING CONTRACT for sale. 354 S.
e. $370. 293.5591.
GRACE HALL CONTRACT for sale.
../ 794-0664.
6PT. FIREPLACE. 2 bdrms., unfurn. 467
. 297-2148.
-It-ED I .0,1 to share unappr. duplex with
$40 mo. Fireplace, big, quiet.
! th. 186 7755,

MANAGER.

THE

T

CRESTW000 MANOR CONTRACT to’
191 FOC)?
JUNIPER HALL CONTRACT for sale.
2-t2 WOMEN’S APPR. contracts- spring.
a I
unt. Crestwood Man

HONDA 64

i,C)LiBi

WOMEN’S housing Con
P - .et. Now on sale
LII.ne 211-8817 for further

460 SO. 6th - 3 on. (urn. apt. $90
-.LI Dec. 201h. 292-2250.
MARRIED COUPLE for unfurn. I bdrm
,
1,om 525. Carpets. drapes
rm. $85 mo. Call 295-

’63 HONDA 50

Annual I.A. Workshop
To Meet Saturday Here

Men

__--___ (No. of ’toys) Inclose I

Phone_ -

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto

10%, Down Payment
-- Easy Terms E InIEFILY RENTAIS

HARTKE MOTORS
11111111111111111111111111111111111911111M

333 W. SAN CARLOS

tji
275 South First Street, San Jose

